Student Opinion Survey Comments about the Bookstore

I like to mention that the campus bookstore should be able to make an effort to make books more affordable for low income or head of household students, it is very hard to achieve an educational goal if the materials required to do so are unaffordable.

The bookstore can be a hassle. I've been told more than once that I need to make a special trip to check on availability of certain textbooks; that information should be available by phone or online.

Please bring back the 1-unit summer photography classes. I liked being able to order books on the web; however, I had to return one book (in a very long line) because the instructor was using a more recent version.

All students whom work as staff whether part-time or full-time should also pay for their shares of parking fee as well as the full time staff to cover part of shortfall on funding from state. Also, after seeing the performance the staff in registration and bookstore which made me believe once I was told that you have to know someone whom work there before any posting for vacancy and in order to get an interview or consideration of your resume which make me wondering this survey could be a joke as well.

I feel that there should be more clarity of where the call boxes should be, there should be more patrol in the evening and there should be more science classes for evening students, there should be more lighting and the light fixtures fix in a timely matter and you guys really need to have hrs for financial aid for the evening students, better vending machines and personal feminine products sold for women bathrooms, longer bookstore hrs for evening students and longer library hrs on the weekend and evenings for evening and working students, and a Larger parking lot closer to the library that is enclosed with security. The faculty can be a little more helpful and kind. The registration lines need to be improved at time of registration.

I had to endure a wrong address for 2 years, no way to change it on line. Had to fax it in a number of times. CCSF still to this day does not list my very obvious “major” correctly. People on the phone are extremely snotty, or just don’t care. I was told the wrong class numbers and therefore registered on the wrong campus. The bookstore help is also equally as snotty, unhelpful, and apathetic. Posted information FROM ADMINISTRATION in the school is written grammatically incorrect. THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE A COLLEGE, WHERE ENGLISH IS SPOKEN AND WRITTEN. IT IS INSULTING NOT TO DO THIS ACCURATELY IF YOU'RE GOING TO POST INFORMATION PUBLICLY. SET AN EXAMPLE.